
Introduction and aims: the use of low cost technologies for the digitalization of images is essential for the sustainability 
of Telehealth, especially considering Brazil’s territorial dimensions. This work o�ers an evaluation of two techniques 
used for digitalizing conventional RX �lms: digital cam and an ordinary scanner A4 adapted, using scanRX software, 

having as a gold pattern an original digital image obtained in a RX CR Digital equipment. 
Methodology: three types of images were obtained – CR, photo and scanner – from 28 patients, recruited at Pedro 

Ernesto University Hospital (HUPE-UERJ) presenting lungs lesions. Six radiologists evaluated 10 criteria of standard 
diagnosis (independent and with masking) of pulmonary lesions. The measures of accuracy (e.g. sensibility, speci�city, 

predictive values and likelihood ratio) were rated considering the evaluation of the CR image as gold pattern. Con�dence 
intervals of 95% were rate for each measurement. The agreement among the observers was also calculated via Cohen’s 
kappa coe�cient. Epi dat 3.1 software was used for all the measures. Results: digitalizing with scanRX meant a larger 

sensibility (83.33% - IC 95% 70,87-95,79) in relation to the digital cam (80.95% IC 95% 67,89- 94,02) yet with no 
signi�cant statistical di�erence. Speci�city was comparable between scan RX - 93.7% (IC 95% 90,4-96,99) and digital cam 

-93.86% (IC 95% 89,89-96,67). The specialists analysed the agreement by kappa coe�cient, which was better for CR 
method (kappa=0.76), followed by scanRx method (kappa=0,66) and at last by digital cam (kappa=0,57). Conclusion: 

This study shows that digitalizing with a conventional scanner and scan RX software is a safe low cost method of 
supporting for Teleradiology, once it has got levels of sensibility and speci�city high enough for this purpose. 

The use of low cost technologies for the digitalization of images is essential for the sustainability of telehealth, especially considering Brazil’s 
territorial dimensions. This work o�ers an evaluation of two techniques used for digitalizing conventional RX �lms: digital cam and an ordinary 
scanner A4 adapted, using scanRX software, having as a gold pattern an original digital image obtained in a RX CR Digital equipment. The 
research, funded by Financier of Studies and Projects (FINEP) [1], was a partnership between High Performance Computing Laboratory 
(NACAD-COPPE) from Federal University of Rio de Janeiro [2] and UERJ-RJ Telehealth Center [3].

Three types of images were obtained – CR, photo and scanner (Figure 1) – from 28 patients presenting lungs lesions, recruited at Pedro Ernesto 
University Hospital (HUPE-UERJ). The low digitalization process includes a commercial A4 scanner with a transparency media adapter, an 
analog X-ray �lm and an image stitching software. The scanner geometry & standard X-ray �lm is adjusted to stitch 2 or 4 A4 sized partial scans 
seamlessly into the original large format X-ray, producing a digital image in DICOM format. This optimized image stitching software was 
developed in this project and is called ScanRx. 

Six radiologists evaluated 10 criteria of standard diagnosis (independent and with masking) of 
pulmonary lesions. The measures of accuracy (e.g. sensibility, speci�city, predictive values and likelihood 
ratio) were rated considering the evaluation of the CR image as a gold pattern. Con�dence intervals of 
95% were rate for each measurement. The agreement among the observers was also calculated via 
Cohen’s kappa coe�cient. Epi dat 3.1 software was used for all the measures.
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Figure 1: Final stitched image using 
the scanRX software
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